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Briana M. Andrews Receives Prestigious Clarion
Award for Excellence in Communications
Association for Women in Communications honors Briana M. Andrews with a
Clarion Award for Women in TV and Film Interactive Media / Mini-Documentary
WASHINGTON, D.C. – The Association for Women in Communications (AWC) recognized
winners of its esteemed 2020 Clarion Awards competition. Briana M. Andrews has been honored
for her excellence in the field of communications. The 21-year-old Roselle, NJ native currently
resides in Washington, D.C., where she attends graduate school at Howard University.
Andrews was awarded a Clarion in the Student Wildcard category for her project, Women in TV
and Film. This interactive media project utilized social media as a promotional avenue and
culminated with the creation of a short documentary to display individual efforts toward increasing
diversity and inclusion in film. This includes behind-the-scenes footage from the Andrews’
produced To Each, Her Throne web series, and the Daughters of Solanas dramedy short from the
New York iteration of the Women’s Weekend Film Challenge. Excerpts from the project are
displayed at www.womenintvandfilm.com. Andrews graduated with honors from Rowan
University’s College of Communication and Creative Arts in May 2019, earning a B.A. in Radio,
Television, Film with a Production concentration, New Media minor and Certificate of
Undergraduate Study in Public Relations and the News.
For more than 40 years, the AWC Clarion Awards have recognized small business, large corporate,
nonprofit, agency and government communication specialists internationally who demonstrate
excellence in clear and concise communications.
As one of the most prestigious competitions of its kind in the country, the 2020 competition
attracted entries from 20 states and two countries, with entries judged by teams of experts from all
aspects of the marketing and communications fields. For a complete list of Clarion Award winners
this year, please visit: www.womcom.org

About The Association For Women In Communications
Founded in 1909, the Association for Women in Communications has members worldwide. AWC
champions the advancement of women across all communications disciplines by recognizing
excellence, promoting leadership and positioning its members at the forefront of the evolving
communications era.
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